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THE COMPACT
WITH IMPACT
The city is a hotbed of opportunity. It’s the canvas for your
dreams. A playground for your greatest desires. To make the
most of your concrete adventures, you need a playmate that
is as agile, as nimble and as spontaneous as you. In short, you
need the new ŠKODA CITIGO.
A small car with big ambitions, it impresses with its refreshing
style, surprising interior space and thoughtful technologies
that make urban exploration more fun everyday. From now,
wherever you go, the CITIGO goes, too.
The CITIGO is yet another example of our philosophy
of making beautifully designed cars that are as much a joy
to drive now as they were back when we started.
That’ s Simply Clever. That’ s ŠKODA.
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EXTERIOR
DESIGN
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THE MUST-SEE
IN THE CITY
Bright, refreshing, sparkling – the CITIGO
is designed like your perfect urban
accessory. It’s one of the rare occasions
where street-smart meets street-sharp.

SIDE VIEW
The contours of the bottom
window edges rise gently,
giving the car a pleasant
dynamic feel viewed from
the side. The SunSet tinted
windows will improve the
exterior look and protect
passengers in the rear seats
from the sun.

FRONT VIEW
The newly designed bonnet and
front grille make the CITIGO
even more proud and a fitting
member of the ŠKODA family.
The logo stands out perfectly
against the rounded edge of
the bonnet above the chrome
frame of the grille. The new
wide air intake grid in the front
bumper, with integrated fog
lamps, underlines the grown-up
look of the car.

Design

Design

REAR VIEW
The massive rear
bumper gives the car
the necessary amount
of robustness. The rear
lights feature the familiar
C-shaped illumination.
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HEADLAMPS
LED daytime running
lights come as part
of the headlamps.

REAR LIGHTS
The rear lights feature
familiar C-shaped
illumination.

Design

PANORAMIC SUNROOF
The electrically-adjustable
panoramic sunroof, which
opens a large space over
the front seats, is also
a unique design feature.
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PAINT THE TOWN RED
OR KIWI GREEN
Dress up your CITIGO in your favourite colours
using the ColourConcept, which allows you to match
different body colours with a contrasting roof and
external side-view mirror covers in black or white.

DEEP BLACK METALLIC
WITH CANDY WHITE ROOF
TUNGSTEN SILVER METALLIC
WITH BLACK ROOF

CANDY WHITE UNI
WITH BLACK ROOF

CRYSTAL BLUE METALLIC
WITH CANDY WHITE ROOF

KIWI GREEN UNI
WITH BLACK ROOF

Design

Design

TORNADO RED UNI
WITH CANDY WHITE ROOF

INTERIOR
DESIGN
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SPACE
The 4-seat CITIGO offers
generous interior space –
and not only for the front
passengers. The precisely
crafted interior with
top-quality upholstery
can easily be mistaken
for higher-class vehicles.

THE BEST VIEWS
ARE INSIDE

Design

While the city keeps you on your toes, the CITIGO
is the perfect place to rest your feet. Its polished
interior is matched by thoughtful comfort features,
ensuring that you always arrive looking fresh.

DASHBOARD
The dashboard with
a stylish instrument panel
is practically arranged so
the driver can clearly see
everything at a glance.
The top offer includes
a multifunctional leather
steering wheel, which
enables you to control
the radio and phone.

ELECTRICALLY-ADJUSTABLE
WINDOWS AND MIRRORS
The controls for the electricallyadjustable front windows and
external mirrors are conveniently
located in the door panelling.

CONNECTIVITY
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CONNECTIVITY
TO GO
The Move&Fun smartphone app pairs your
smartphone with the CITIGO’s onboard computer,
so you can enjoy your music and get key driving
statistics at the flick of a finger.

Connectivity

Connectivity

MOVE&FUN
The Move&Fun app for Android
and iOS gives you easy and
immediate access to a lot
of functions. Just connect
your smartphone to the radio
via Bluetooth to gain access
to your contacts as well as
playlists. You can even evaluate
information from the onboard
computer, such as average
consumption. Thanks to the
DriveGreen function, you will
drive more economically.
And you will never get lost with
the TomTom navigation system.
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DON’T TALK,
LISTEN
MULTIMEDIA BRACKET
External appliances can be
transported safely in the
multimedia bracket.

SWING
The Swing radio with
a colour display features
many functions including
Aux-in connection, SD
card slot, Bluetooth and
six speakers. It also comes
with a USB connection in
the centre console.

BLUES
The Blues radio with
a monochromatic display comes
with Aux-in connection, SD card
slot, CD drive and two speakers.

SOUND SYSTEM
The high quality sound system features six speakers (four
in the front, two in the rear), an amplifier, and a subwoofer
in the luggage compartment. And here is some information
for tech-savvy drivers: the total power output is 300 W.

Connectivity

Connectivity

Let music be your favourite passenger. Play
out your favourite tunes through an intuitive
infotainment system and lively speakers that
will turn every ride into a concert.

SIMPLY
CLEVER
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SHORTCUTS
TO SUCCESS
They say driving is where all your five senses
are always engaged. So get some help with our
host of Simply Clever solutions, where practical
ingenious features will feel like a godsend.

POCKETS
Storage pockets
on the insides of the
front seat backrests
can carry a mobile
phone, diary or other
small items.

UMBRELLA BOX
A box with the
original ŠKODA
umbrella can be
found under the
passenger seat.

GLOVE COMPARTMENT
Glasses and pen holders
are integrated in the glove
compartment.

DRINK HOLDER
The holder placed in the
centre console is easily
accessible to all passengers.

Simply Clever

Simply Clever

STORAGE COMPARTMENTS
In the 3-door version, rear
passengers can use storage
compartments at the sides
of the rear seats, which can
also hold drink bottles.
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SIZE S WITH
XL ATTITUDE
It looks small but it packs quite a bunch.
With clever seat folding features and
a generous boot inside the CITIGO, you’ll
never have to leave your stuff behind.

CAPACITY
In the basic arrangement, the luggage
compartment has a capacity of 251 litres,
which can be expanded to 951 litres
by folding the rear seats. The foldable
backrest of the front passenger seat,
available in the 5-door version, will give
the car even greater flexibility.

NET PROGRAMME
A set of nets will reliably prevent
your stuff from moving around.
Plus you will see clearly where
you put things.

Simply Clever

Simply Clever

HOOKS
There are four
convenient hooks
at the sides of the
luggage compartment
for hanging your bags.

SAFETY
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SAFE AND
THE CITY

Safety

While you’re zig-zagging through the demands
of urban life, the safety features of the CITIGO
will take care of you, so you can stay carefree.

FRONT AIRBAGS
Large-volume driver and front passenger
airbags activate in conjunction with the front
seat belt pretensioners, which literally anchor
you in the right place in the middle of the seat.

SIDE AIRBAGS
The special Head-Thorax side airbags,
which can protect the heads and bodies
of those in the front seats in a side
impact, also come as standard.

POCKET FOR VEST
A special pocket for a reflective
vest is located under the driver’s
seat, ensuring it’s within reach if
you need it.

PARK DISTANCE CONTROL
Parking the CITIGO is safer and easier with the
Park Distance Control. Three parking sensors,
which check the car’s distance from any
obstacles, are integrated in the rear bumper.

Safety

CITY SAFE DRIVE
The City Safe Drive system
increases the passenger
safety on crowded city roads
in particular. In case the driver
fails to react to an obstacle
in time, the system can
prevent a collision. This
equipment always comes
in a combination with the
Light and Rain Assist, which
offers additional functions,
including automatic headlamp
activation and rain sensor.

MONTE CARLO
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RIDE THE
RED CARPET
DASHBOARD
The sports interior comes with a glossy
black dashboard panel. The multifunctional
sports steering wheel with controls for
the radio and phone comes in perforated
black leather.

CRUX WHEEL
The distinct style
is underlined by
the 15" Crux black
alloy wheels.

SERPENS WHEEL
The 16” Serpens
alloy wheels come
as an option.

EXTERIOR DESIGN
The specific features in a black
design include the front grille frame,
front bumper spoiler, external
mirrors, rear lights, roof spoiler and
diffuser. The car is also decorated
with black or silver foils (according
to body colour) with chequered
design on the sides and 5th/3th door.
Both the 3-door and 5-door version
(except for cars with G-TEC engine)
comes with a sports chassis.

INTERIOR DESIGN
The upholstery in a combination of red and black is
another specific feature of the Monte Carlo version.
The sports interior also offers a black ceiling,
captivating red centre console. It is decorated with
red stitching, which you can also find on the carpets.

Monte Carlo

When the racy legend of the Monte Carlo Rally meets the
style of the principality, you get the exciting ŠKODA CITIGO
MONTE CARLO. The car is characterised by a number of
black exterior elements, which give it a unique style and
a ferocious expression. With its distinctive look, it will stand
out on any street you decide to park on.

FUN
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LOOKS
LIKE FUN
When you live life on-the-go, fun just happens.
Like inside the lively ŠKODA CITIGO FUN. Dressed
in crystal blue this car can make an urban splash,
night or day. And its numerous Simply Clever solutions
make the journey as much fun as the destination.

STYLISH FEATURES
The white dashboard, blue
centre console and chrome
elements, such as door handles
and air-ventilation and radio
frames, have been designed
to make you feel great.

Fun

FRONT VIEW
Your car will be impossible
to overlook thanks to the
distinctive front headlamps
with integrated LED daytime
running lights and fog
lamps in the front bumper.
The decorative Fun foils
underline its lively personality.

INTERIOR DESIGN
The upholstery in the Fun design gives
the interior a unique style. The black ceiling
and columns lend the interior an exclusive
feel. Your comfort is further increased
by textile floor mats. Women behind the
steering wheel will certainly appreciate
the make-up mirror in the sun visor.

G-TEC
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ECO FRIENDLY
BUDGET FRIENDLY
JUST FRIENDLY

Driving should put a strain neither on the environment nor on
your wallet. CNG (Compressed Natural Gas) promises a much
greener alternative to conventional fuels. Being more than 90%
pure methane gas, CNG is lighter than air and disperses easily.
The CITIGO with 1.0 MPI/50kW G-TEC engine produces just
82 g/km CO2 , reducing nitrogen oxide emissions and emitting
no solid particles.

PETROL AND CNG SWITCHING
The car is equipped with automatic
switching between the two fuel
systems. The engine is started
using petrol and then switches to
CNG. The indicator on the right
shows the active regime.

TANKS
Inside, two safely designed CNG tanks
can carry 72 litres of fuel. To stretch
driving flexibility, we’ve also equipped
it with a 10-litre petrol tank. In other
words, you can travel non-stop for
up to 600 kilometres, skipping all gas
stations on the way.

G-TEC

G-TEC

START-STOP
The system automatically switches
off the engine when you are waiting
at the traffic lights or moving slowly
in a queue of cars. The engine restarts
once you push the clutch pedal.

CUSTOMISATION
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ACTIVE

The standard equipment of the Active version
includes external side-view mirrors and door
handles in black colour, chrome grill frame,
adjustable steering wheel, four hooks in
the luggage compartment, plus more.

AMBITION

ACTIVE BLACK INTERIOR
Black dashboard

The standard equipment of the Ambition version includes external
side-view mirrors and door handles in body colour, headlamps with
LED daytime running lights, darkened rear lights, remote-control
central locking, height-adjustable driver seat, electrically-controlled
front windows, umbrella under the passanger seat, plus more.

AMBITION BLACK INTERIOR
Silver-Black dashboard

AMBITION BLACK INTERIOR
Black dashboard

AMBITION BLACK INTERIOR
Silver-Black dashboard

AMBITION IVORY INTERIOR
Ivory-Black dashboard

Customisation

Customisation

ACTIVE BLACK INTERIOR
Black dashboard
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DYNAMIC

STYLE IVORY INTERIOR
Glossy black-Ivory dashboard

DYNAMIC BLACK INTERIOR
Glossy black-Black dashboard

STYLE BLACK INTERIOR
Black dashboard

DYNAMIC BLACK INTERIOR
Glossy white-Black dashboard

STYLE IVORY INTERIOR
Glossy black-Ivory dashboard

Customisation

The Dynamic version interior, with its exclusive seats in a sports design
and small leather package, featuring for example sports steering wheel
in perforated leather, will underline the unique character of your car.
Available for the Ambition and Style versions as extra equipment.

DYNAMIC BLACK INTERIOR
Glossy black-Black dashboard

STYLE BLACK INTERIOR
Silver dashboard

Customisation

STYLE

The standard equipment of the Style version includes
electrically-adjustable heated external side-view mirrors,
front fog lamps, decorative elements such as interior
door handles and instrument dial frames, plus more.
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UPHOLSTERY

Ambition Ivory (fabric)

Ambition Black (fabric)

Style Ivory (fabric)

Style Black (fabric)

Dynamic Black (fabric)

Customisation

Customisation

Active Black (fabric)

SUNFLOWER YELLOW UNI

KIWI GREEN UNI

TORNADO RED UNI

TUNGSTEN SILVER METALLIC

CRYSTAL BLUE METALLIC

DARK SAPHIRE METALLIC

DEEP BLACK METALLIC

Customisation
CANDY WHITE UNI

Customisation

COLOURS
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14” steel wheels with Indus hub covers

14” Apus silver alloy wheels

14” Apus black alloy wheels

15” Crux silver alloy wheels

15” Crux black alloy wheels

15” Crux white alloy wheels

14” Apus white alloy wheels

15” Conan anthracite alloy wheels

15” Conan black matt alloy wheels*

15” Conan black metallic alloy wheels*

16” Serpens silver alloy wheels

16” Scorpius silver alloy wheels

16” Scorpius black alloy wheels

* Available within ŠKODA Genuine Accessories.

15” Conan silver alloy wheels*

Customisation

Customisation

WHEELS

ACCESSORIES
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SAFE SYSTEM
The car can be equipped with
a mechanical transmission
locking system.

UPGRADE
YOUR CITIGO
Accessories aren’t just fashion fads. With ŠKODA
Genuine Accessories, you can transform your car by
expanding its practicality, safety and purpose, and
make it a lot more suitable to your specific needs.

DOOR SILL COVERS
The decorative door sill covers
carry a CITIGO inscription.

MATS
Easy-to-clean rubber foot
mats protect the interior
during inclement weather.

COOLING BOX
The thermo-electric cooling box with a 15-litre capacity
is powered from a 12V outlet. The rear safety seat belt
can be used to fasten the box in the car.

Accessories

Accessories

PORTABLE COFFEE MAKER
Do you like coffee? With the
portable coffee maker you
can enjoy a sweet-smelling
cup wherever and whenever.
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FURTHER SPECIFICATIONS
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Petrol engine

1.0 MPI/44 kW
Green tec

1.0 MPI/44 kW

1.0 MPI/44 kW

Petrol engine

Petrol engine

1.0 MPI/44 kW
Green tec
Petrol engine

1.0 MPI/55 kW
Petrol engine

1.0 MPI/55 kW
Green tec

1.0 MPI/55 kW
Petrol engine

Petrol engine

1.0 MPI/55 kW
Green tec
Petrol engine

1.0 MPI/50 kW
G-TEC
CNG/Petrol engine

ENGINE

Body

Exterior dimensions

Type

3-door or 5-door, 4-seater, 2-compartment

Length/width (mm)

3,597/1,641; 1,645***

Drag coeﬃcient CW

0.315–0.325 according to engine version

Height (mm)

1,478; Green tec: 1,463; G-TEC: 1,480

Wheel base (mm)

2,420; G-TEC: 2,421

Chassis

Cylinders/Cubic capacity (cc)

3/999

3/999

3/999

3/999

3/999

3/999

3/999

3/999

3/999

Front axle

McPherson suspension with lower triangular links and torsion stabiliser

Track front/rear (mm)

1,428/1,424

Max. performance/Revs (kW/min-1)

44/5,000

44/5,000

44/5,000

44/5,000

55/6,200

55/6,200

55/6,200

55/6,200

50/6,200

Rear axle

Compound link crank-axle

Clearance (mm)

136; Green tec: 121; G-TEC: 134

Max. torque/Revs (Nm/min-1)

95/3,000

95/3,000

95/3,000

95/3,000

95/3,000

95/3,000

95/3,000

95/3,000

90/3,000

Braking system

Hydraulic dual-diagonal circuit braking system Dual Rate vacuum assisted

Interior dimensions

Air pollution regulation

EU6

EU6

EU6

EU6

EU6

EU6

EU6

EU6

EU6

– front brakes

Disc brakes with inner cooling and with single-piston ﬂoating calliper

Lateral room front/rear (mm)

1,417/1,389; 1,369/1,388***

Fuel

Unleaded petrol,
RON 95/91*

Unleaded petrol,
RON 95/91*

Unleaded petrol,
RON 95/91*

Unleaded petrol,
RON 95/91*

Unleaded petrol,
RON 95/91*

Unleaded petrol,
RON 95/91*

Unleaded petrol,
RON 95/91*

Unleaded petrol,
RON 95/91*

CNG/Unleaded petrol,
RON 95

– rear brakes

Drum brakes

Eﬀective head room front/rear (mm)

993/947

Steering

Direct rack-and-pinion steering with electro-mechanical power steering

Luggage storage space (max. l)

Wheels

5.0J x 14"

Without spare tyre, with rear seat backrests –

Tyres **

165/70 R14; Green tec, G-TEC: 175/65 R14

upright /down

PERFORMANCE
Maximum speed (km/h)

162

162

162

162

173

173

173

173

165

Acceleration 0–100 km/h (s)

14.4

16.7

14.4

16.7

13.5

14.9

13.5

14.9

16.3

– urban

5.5

5.3

4.9

4.7

5.4

5.3

4.9

4.9

5.6 m3/100 km

– extra-urban

3.8

3.8

3.7

3.7

3.8

3.9

3.7

3.8

3.9 m3/100 km

– combined

4.4

4.3

4.1

4.1

4.4

4.4

4.1

4.2

4.5 m3/100 km

CO2 emissions (g/km)

101

100

96

95

101

103

96

97

82

Turning circle diameter (m)

9.8

9.8

9.8

9.8

9.8

9.8

9.8

9.8

9.8

Type

Front-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

1428

Clutch

Hydraulic single dry
clutch disc

Hydraulic single dry
clutch disc

Hydraulic single dry
clutch disc

Hydraulic single dry
clutch disc

Hydraulic single dry
clutch disc

Hydraulic single dry
clutch disc

Hydraulic single dry
clutch disc

Hydraulic single dry
clutch disc

Hydraulic single dry
clutch disc

1645

Transmission

Manual 5-speed

Semi-automatic
5-speed

Manual 5-speed

Semi-automatic
5-speed

Manual 5-speed

Semi-automatic
5-speed

Manual 5-speed

Semi-automatic
5-speed

Manual 5-speed

Kerb weight – in standard version
with a 75kg driver (kg)

929

932

940

931

929

932

940

931

1,031

Payload – incl. a driver and extra
equipment (kg)

436

433

425

444

436

433

425

444

414

Total weight (kg)

1,290

1,290

1,290

1,300

1,290

1,290

1,290

1,300

1,370

Tank capacity (l)

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

11 kg + 10 l

251/951; 959***; G-TEC: 213/913; 921***

947

993

Fuel consumption 99/100 (l/100 km)

1478

251 l
632

14,3°

22,3°

POWER
TRANSMISSION

633

2420

544

3597

978

1069

1388

1369
1424

* Using low-octane fuel may aﬀect engine performance.
** The car can be equipped with a set of all-season tyres.
For more information contact your authorised ŠKODA partner.
*** Applies to the 5-door version.

The measuring was carried out on a car equipped with 16" wheels.
Green tec and G-TEC engines are equipped with the Start-Stop system.
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Technical drawing applies to the 5-door version.
Approach and departure angles don’t apply to the Green tec and G-TEC engines.

Technical Specifications

Technical Specifications

WEIGHT

IMAGE DISCLAIMER
The images presented in this catalogue (brochure) are used
for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to form part
of any contract or warranty. They display pre-series cars and
certain illustrations, features, parts and equipment may diﬀer
from the actual production cars and from country to country.
To get the exact conﬁrmation of features, parts and equipment,
please get in touch with your nearest local ŠKODA dealer.

IF YOU’ VE ENJOYED READING ABOUT IT
― IMAGINE DRIVING IT

C1022- 06/17

CALL US TO ARRANGE A TEST DRIVE

Your ŠKODA partner:

